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Our. 53rd Year - Baruch College

Injustice Breeds
Milit•:ncy

By Adrienne Chong
Judge Bruce Wright, the well
known black_ judge, formerly oi
the N.Y. Criminal Court, was the
guest speaker at a talk spon
sored by B.L.A.C.K. on Monday
evening at 6 p.m.

Photos by Phil

He apologized for not being
able to talk on the elections as

planned but due to his illness he
had been unable to make the
talk which was scheduled prior
to the elections. Those present
at the end of the hour and fif
teen minutes would agree that
his talk was by far more rewar
ding_ than the topic of elections
would ever have been.
His experien_ces, insights and

------Bruce Cuts Loose-------

By VALERIE NORMAN
terest of others.
Severe punishments are con
For five years Judge Wright
stantly imposed in the United sat in New York City's criminal
States; however, rising rates of courts, but in January of last
crime continue. Is it right that year was reassigned to the civil
because of the availability or courts because of his lenient
unavailability of money one man bail policies. Wright's view is
should go free while another that his reassignment was a
cannot? In response to this and result of "trickery" and "conother questions, many opinions spiracy"
between
the
have been giv en; y et, i n Patrolmen's
Benevolent
examining those who actually do Association and th.e ad
judge, one often ponder, Who is ministrative judges, among
right? Who is wrong?
whom he includes the highest
A man whose beliefs and ac judge- of this state, Ctiief Judge
tions have been heavily opposed Breitel of the New York Court of
by both constituents and Appeals." Wright feels also that
colleagues, Bruce McM. Wright, in removing him (Wright) from
has determinedly and con the criminal courts, Judge
ststenly spoken out for what he . Breitel certainly "terminhas. f�lt to be equitable, correct, ate-d the office of the chief
and in the fair and humane in- judge," and further believes that

had he (Wright) been white, his
removal would have never oc
curred. Displaying bitterness
and· anger, Wright says, "They
have treated me as a Black
Nigger! - with two g's."
Because of Judge Wright's
liberal bail policies, around
police stations and courthouses
he has earned the nickname
"Turn 'Emloose Bruce." Com
menting on the subject of
criminal justice systems and
th.eir continued perpe-tuation of
institutionalized racism, Wright
says: "Criminal systems cannot
be fair to minorities, whether
you have white or black judges."
Black judges, he feels, are
overly · concerned with image
portr.ayals in terms of the sym
bolization of the robes they

wear, and white judges have not
and cannot understand or begin
to relate to the feelings and
needs of minorities. Wright"s
feelings are strong in terms of
this, and he urges community
groups to "be interested in the
selection of judges and to
question them," pointing out
that "the system will not change
without some interest of the
-people."
During dinner with Wright and
his wife, Patsy, in their vn
pretentiou·s home on the upper
West Side, and a'tterwards while
the judge washed the dishes, we
talked about pre-trial jailings
and the basic laws concerning
bail.
The Eighth Amendment,
(Continued on Page 4)

hopes spanned from the begin
ning of the black man's first
struggle 400 years ago to his
present stuggle today in 1976.
He emphasized that the b_lack
man had no choice when he was
brought to America, nor does he
h_ave any real choice now than
to stay in America. So he should
therefore concentrate his efforts
on improving t)is position under
c:
repressive
system
of
inequality.
Judge Wright, referring to
Alex Haley's book "Roots" in
which the author traces his
heritage back to Africa, feels
that it was a feutal academic ac
complishment because it would
not help the black man in his
struggle to gain equal rights un
der the law today. Rather, the
black man, after reflecting on
the ten million skeletons below
the Atlantic Ocean who did not
survive the Middle Passage,
should be proud of his survival
of that horrendous journey and,
more so, of those years bor
dering between benign-neglect
and outright hostility. He went
on to say that blacks, instead of
celebrating the Bicentennial of
America should unite and
(Conllnued on Page 2)
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Brainstc>rming.

"Injustice Breeds Militancy"
11
celebrate their survival; ··survjving is not enough." he pointed out. "We have to seek our
rights and develop more
humanistic traits for ourselves
and each other."
Holding his audience ·spell
bound he said: "In the past we
have tried to obtain rights and
also c'onserve them and for this
we have been called a militant
people. but injustice breeds
militancy and if there exists inc
justice what other chojce d·o we
have than to be militant? We
(blacks) have the right to be
militant and angry when an immigrant off the boat from Europe
can buy a house anywhere he
wishes just as long, as he has
the money. while we. who have
fol!ght in its wars.Jilled it� soil
and generally have been in
almost even part of the build.in,g
of this nation o\ its prese ·nt
status of ch·ampio
· n 0f the free
world, had to be the only people
who had to go to the l:J.S.
Supreme Court to buy a house
wherever we wanted it. although
we had the money. This, as well
as the · right to vote. th·e right t. o
marry someone of a different·
race and: the right o/ seeking adn;iission to a ho�pital were all
righis that w e· r e free for
everyone. but required '-a.
judicial verdict from the
Supreme Court for the black
man., Are these causes enough
for militancy? We, as a people,
have the right to pass on this
militanc;y to our_ children. To
educate 'thel')l 0°UfS (;lives and
'make them' ai,yare'of lhE:. i?'uiin�y
they have aheacl of. them."
This le,9acy 1also includes the
moral stamina of respectability
wtiic;;h Judge Wright iermed as
"'being saddled on the black
man", in the se·nse that he was
not proud ot'.his color. Respec
tability, nonetheless sh0uld• be
used in the positive sense of the
word in Elirecting the black man
towards attaining self-respect
and pride of his being black.
Tlie last message, Judge
·wright brought urgently t9·,our
attention was what he con/Continued from Page

0

Senior Affairs

By JOHN CHAMBERLAIN
Last summer Dr. Irving Bur
sidered to be the most imrortant stiner introduced his Consumer
and recent cr.ime against Behavior students to "brain
humanity-that of the City storming." A moderat0r is ap
University being taken away as a pointed ·to maintain decorum,
right to all levels of people ob- and a secretary_ is selected to
taining a higher · form of record all suggestions. A
education..He urged for os, not problem or situation is stated,
only as· students but as a people; and participants freely. suggest
to insiste upon :equal hur:nan solutions. Where practical, "A to
z;· may·. b·e employed where
rights.
· estio'ns
made
are
Judge Wright, better known sug g
as ·:cut .them . loose B
· · ruc_e" is alphabetica)ly. Of course, there
noted and respected for h_is in- are sever'al methods that inay be·
terest and help w.ith minorities in used but \he resuIts <;1re always .
the criminal' court:'Beca:us'e of the same: many Sl,.ggestions, .
·
his drive ·01 restore human free thinking, and full group par
equc1lity in, the judic
, .ial :system: ticipation.. The -· oniy rules in
charges were· b-r0u·1:iht a·gainst vo·1ved are that every suggestiqn
him as ma'n y as thirteen times is valid and none may be
. during which he _was authorized challenged. Time limits are set
to appear before the disciplinary and the group is given a goal of
committee. Ironically, he had to 100 suggestions, fo,r ari exam
. fight. for.. !,hes� same rig,h_ts _of pie, within fifteen minutes.
You can imagine many of the
free expression of the truth, that
was his duty
, to protect. He did suggestions are unfeasible, but
this by moynting a i'aw suit none ar.e criticized. After thirty
against his c0,Heagues and� solutiom:s -ar'e·.recommended it
superiors which, ..;!o\no ,,:ali'i1--!l},{ge.ts':t9'Qg'her"t9 come up ;[th
'
aryoth;'e(T:t:ie_fa'i::t that none can
came his demoti�ji'tqJ]1el:'/;.r�fly_,
'.
Court.
be cha:flen·g·ed results in con
·
It was an evening well-spent tinued effort to 'reach the, goal.
in the company of an eloquent Finally, time is called, and the
man and'one could not help gut suggestions are considered on
merit.
·i n dividual
leave with a fee,Hng, of. their
Sometimes .the entire list n'lay be
rejuvenation.

prepared for· each group mem
ber to review and discuss at a
subsequent session. To witness
the scene is to observe natural
human behavior where there are
no leaders and everyone par
ticipates,
Possibly students are no\ en-

couraged enough to think for,
themselves. Brainstorming can
be done individually or in
groups, and the resuIts are
alwc1ys rewarding, Y9ur creative
talent will certainly surface
when you adopt Dr. Burstin·er's
recommended techniques.

A 5� Copy Ain't A Bar-gainBy JOHN CARMICHAEL
How often have you intended
to make co_pies· of a report
before submitting the original
only to find the copier on cam
pus inoperative? Sometimes the
copies are illegible, and other
time's the machine shorts your
change. In· ·any event, the
students are entitled to their
money's worth,, W9rse ·yet, the
stl/dent;,rnust leave the premises
·to have the copies, made·· on ·the
outside, res\Jlling iri'arriving· late
. .
.
for c'lass:'' •
. The · copier on •the. 5'tti floor of
46 East 26th Str�et 15ui_lding is

truly the students' lerrioi:i. After
repeated disappointments, ·an
inquiry was made to IM$G
Systems, lhc., who saic;J the
machine is serviced regularly, In
fact, IMSG advises a mechanie
can be made.available withifl an
hour.
Perhaps it is nnw time for the
responsible staff 0f tne ad
ministration to re-evaluate tlile
efficiency of the c0pying equip
ment. Certaii;ily the· students
deserve m9re conisideration.

Accout:1ting Society
Meeting'

·on -Monday, Novemeer 15th,
the_ Accounting Soeiety held its
secona meeting. Gwr guest
speaker, Mr. Jay" Haberman, aa
dressei:t. those · present about
variou.s topics, Irle di�cussed his
e)(periences wifh job ir:iter.views
Student I
, and advised the student about
Goverr.iment
$8 ,827 how to take a g<;1od interview.
Accounti'ng
Mr. Haberman also sp0ke, in
student what is available.
Soc
2 ,650
· iety
great depth about l)is w0rk
· Even.ing students may also .visit 8.LAC.K.
1 2 .145 while at, Arthur Anderson anEJ
·me Office of Student Services in
Co, He voiced his opin.ion about
· 7 'of the·'46•'Easf·26th·
6.200 pul;>,lic accounting as a career
Room·s2
.
Movemeflt-'
•
Sfreef • B t.li'll:I in 9''· \'.c:J"·'dotaYn Sigma A•lpl:Ja · · •
8(1,d:'i./r,geo stµ'!en·t� !<? . al,so el,,(,
a.va·i la.b.le dise
r
, o·u rat· diek.et-s-,, :�' _Q §' 1_. t·ta,_. :., __ ·
s
.:_:",' . ·:, _; �.·�;\31 5_. �o·' 90·, �-19"asse s. , etc. In• amy�eve.nt; yol!l'II - .. .,. -e p 0 r e ·,__ ·.,:.··:··.._· ·:�
.
,, ._
. "' f�'1J�ti�:.'l Aff\�� d��;�.fi::�� M1;
, ne
identificati
student
your.
ed
beld
is
{$3,000)
e
Balanc.
n
o
n
i
Photo, Mr. Haber
Berkey
at
job
.
·
·
anc;J there's always a limited sup- reser'Ve ,by student govemment man answered questi0ns. Gl!lr
1
for new ch1b developm _ent.
ply.
thanks , to Mr. Jay Haber.man.

I , Studerits S�ve Mone. y I

A visit to the Re�epti9n Desk
of the Student Center may really
be worth your while. Dorothy
Go·n over, the·.ireceptionist,
'reeently · explairi'ed-'<'that ,:rfi011ie
discount· cards ,;for..· ,G inema
5iR-L!gof, f - Th.eaters ,a·re availab,le
now., but other considerab-1'.e
sayings can be enjoyed· by
students · attending Broadway
,plays or concerts.
Passes are available to the
Metr:opolitan and Modern Art
,m_lJ�e.�rn�. -; Some;ti!iJes �tud�nJs
_
are invited to attend, dress
rehearsals of plays. It takes a
trip to the Student Center,
though, to know what's
available at any given time,
Cyrrer.it and future. . affairs are
pasteµ. on a buJl�in b0ard ad
jacent to· the recepfion desk, but
anyone',, taking' a: rriom�nt to '•
speak' .'person_apy' with-, DoroflW.:·.
Conover will find ·her most
cooperative '. in intorming the

By JOHN CARMICHAEL
The Student Affairs Com, mittee meets at 2 :30 p.m, each
Wednesday in Room 104 of the
Student Center. At the latest
meeting, the Awards Banquet
was discussed. Each graduating
class has a banquet honoring -\ Routinely, some Marketing
\he students who excelled courses refer to 'the Black
academically ar,id made a "Market." One statistic claims
significant contribution to the th�tB'lacks spend fl grea.ter p.o�-
·
tion of their income on the pur
Baruch community.
The committee consists of chase of Scotch, Isn't it time
these statistics are updated?
Conloy Finn, Dave Schultz,
Since many of the ·textbook$
Stuart Smith (Day Session);
John Chamberlain (Evening have outdated material, it is •in°
Session), Dr Ruth Frisz and cumbent upon the respective
Donal Higgins, faculty ad-- department to shed some 'light.
, visors. Openings exist on the· If not the entire student body, at
committee for a senior day . least the Marketing students
should be informed of the cir:
student, a graduate student, -and
cumstances under which matetwo junior class students. Any
was collected and analyzed.
rial
student interested in serving· on
When and by whom a�e also imthe committee should contact
portant considerations. Perhaps
their Student Government, Dr.
Ruth F:risz (Director of Student B.L.A,C.K. wishes to refute these
pigeonActivities) in Room 104 of the obsolete statistics that
Student Center, or Don Higgi_ns hole the race. In any event, cerBlack
the
n-born·
t
inly
.foreig
c)
(Director of'Sludent Services·for
Evenin.g & Graduate Students) · deserves a lesson in Ame'rican
culture. Today's Bia.c k is
in Room 527 of the 46 East 2 6th
dynamic � not any ")ypica1"
Street building. _
statistic. Everyone will benefit·by
•
:.
es·
f
encot.
in
rag
The committee
new research.
put· from all seniors.

Black
"M·arket'' · -

Fee
1Allo�ations

$1000

POETRY· PRIZE·
A grand prize of. $1000 is being- offered
'in a new poetry competition sp·onsored by
the World of Poetry, 'a monthly newsletter
· ';for :poets. In· addition, there are 4 9 cash
and merchandise awards.
Says ·Poetry Ed�tQr Ed(Jie ..Lou Cole, "We hope to encourage
new poets--even poets who have written only one poem."

Fonules and official entry for.:ns write to:
World of Poetry, 801 Portola Dr., Dept. 211,.
San Francisco, California 94127
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Progress Toward Sexual Equality
Is Slow And Uneasy
The ideal of equality between
the sexes has achieved great
popularity
among
dating
couples on college campuses,
but progress toward achieving
this ideal has taken place slowly
and uneasily. As a result, there
is currently a great deal of diver
sity among student couples with
respect to their patterns of
power and decision-making,
sexual behavior, and other
aspects of their relationships.
This was one of the con
clusions of a team of three
social psychologists - Zick
Rubin of Brandeis University,
Letitia Anne Peplau of UCLA,
and Charles T. Hill of the Univer
sity of Washington. The resear
chers reported some of the
resu Its of a two-year study of
student dating couples in the
Boston area, at the recent Con
vent ion of the American
Psychological Association.
Rubin, Peplau,. and Hill repor
ted that they found almost com
plete consensus among the
members of the 231 couples in
their study on two points: First,
almost all of the men and
women (96%) thought that they
would eventually marry whether to their current partners
or to someone else: and,
second, a large proportion of
the students (over 85%) stated
that they believed that both
dating partners shou Id have
equal power in the relationship.
To the extent that the couples in
the sample are representative of
other young couples, these
results suggest that marriages in
the future .may be m o·r e
egalitarian than they have bee'n
in the past.
When asked to report on the
actual balance of power in their
relationship, however, fewer
than half of the students thought
that they had actually attained

this egalitarian ideal. When
asked, "Who do you think has·
more of a say about what you
and your partner do together,"
only 49% of th' e women and
42% of the men felt both were
equal. Among the rest, two
thirds of the women and three
quarters of the men thought the
man had more of a say. The
researchers also found that the
likelihood of having an
egalitarian relationship was
greatest among couples in
which the woman planned post
graduate education and wanted
a long-term career.
There was a great deal of
diversity among the couples
with respect to attitudes about
the roles of the two sexes, both
in patterns of etiquette (who
should drive? should men hold
doors open for women?) and in
patterns of marriage (should
women stay home?· who should
have major responsibility for the
children?). Students in the sam
ple - drawn from four different
colleges in the Boston area represented a wide- range of
views from the "traditional" to
the "egalitarian." There was a
strong tendency for both mem
bers of a couple to have similar
sex-role attitudes.
Of the 231 couples in the
study, slightly more than half
stayed together over the two
year period, while the remaining
103 couples broke up. Couples
were most likely to stay together
when both parties were equally
involved in the relationship. Of
the equally involved couples,
only 23% broke up over the two
year period, compared 10 54-% 0l
the couples in which one part
ner was more involved than the.
other.
"It was often difficult for
coupl·es to break up," Dr. Rubin
reported. "In particular, men
who were highly involved in a
relationship often found it

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

terribly difficult to cope with the
ending of the relationship.
Women seemed somewhat bet
ter at giving up their love when
their situation demanded it."
Rubin also reported that couples
were more likely to stay friends
when the man initiated the
break-up. Rubin emphasized
that breaking up can be ii
valuable experience for young
couples. "It is important for
young people to develop skills
that allow them to break up
before marriage," he said,
"rather than waiting until after
marriage, when breaking up is
likely to be much more painful
and disruptive."
For additional information,
contact: Mona Marie Olean,
Public I n formation 'Officer,
American
Psychological
Association, 1200 17th Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036

Circle K
By DIANE JANCE
If you've seen posters an
nouncing Circle K meetings
you've probably wondered what
is Circle K? Circle K originated
as a fraternity. It is now an in
ternational organization of
college students who are in
terested in helping others. Cir
cle K is sponsored by Kwanis In
ter.national. ,Kwanis is a- service
o,;gaf.lizc!_,tion .. ·to�
1ea,ding
pr0fessional .and business, men.
Our . objective is to- give
college students· an opportunity
to volunteer as a group. Our
club is planning to hold a toy
drive in December for disad
vantaged children. We woulo
also like to spend an afternoon

Free Counseling
Available
Would you like to-know that
ounselini;t services are
vailable without cost to all
tudents at Baruch? This in
ludes everyone from Fresh
en to Graduate students in
ay and Evening. Both in
ividual and group counseling
re offered.

Counseling is voluntary and
confidential. It is providing a
situation where you can talk
things over as you try to arrive
at your own decisions.

� - '.
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Song

Jane Weintraub
He starids ever \n my ,vision
_JJ,. face so woe-begone and shy
'A spark of sudden laughter
Lights sun-beams in his eyes.
Thus drains my heart of sadness
Makes secret love of a song
And melancholy dances
A sweet melody along.

will be holding a meeting · on

Counseling
psychologists
are available In the Division of
You might apply for coun Counseling, 360 Park Avenue
eling when yoLl feel:
South. The offices are on the
17th floor, Room 1735. The
• I don't know what I want to telephone number Is 725be.
4458-59. The office is open
• I have no deep friendships. every weekday between 9:00
I don't like what I am A.M. and 5:00 P.M. and ap
majoring in now but ·don't know pointments can be made In
.
what to choose.
person or by ca·lling. Tl1e
• I wish I had someone to date evening session. hours are
regularly.
Wednesday, 5:00 to 8:00 P.M.
•
I feel confused a n d
depressed.
• I feel lonely and cut off from
Please feel free to make an
people.
appointment and talk over any
problem you (!lay have with
• 1 freeze on exams.
I'd like to move out on my one of our counselors. Among
the members of the staff are:
own but I'm frightened.
• I get along well In groups but Dr. Jack Scharf, Dr. Vincent
don't do so w�I ir. one-to-one .Bryan, Dr. Ann Hiscox, and
relationships.
Mrs. Vede Rosenheck.

·"'- .

at Willowbrook to work with the
children. Our organization,
however, is not confined to
working on any one type of ser
vice activity; we want to explore
as many possibilities a s
possible. If .y o u h a v e any
thoughts on what areas you feel
are important to try and change,
let us kno"Y·
. We're
also ,' a. s�cial
.or.ganiz"!t-iom, -We ,-work ,,close,ly
with students· from NYU, For.
d h·a m, St·.John's,' W.agner,
Brooklyn,- and a few other
colleges. There are a lot of par
ties, dances and. a great op
portunity to meet people and
establish business contacts.
I'd like to welcome a few of

our new members: Vick i
Aslanidis, Yvonne Caprigolis,
Peter Casey, Francis Chin,
Michael Cirone, Meyer Harrock,
Reynald Holly, Elaine telir-sc-h,
Fred Lyster, Ellen Sumberg,
Kathy Sheirey, Nessim Tammam,
Valuis Thompson, Dorothy
· Wallace and Bob Wilson.
Our meetings. are on Thur
sdays at 1 :00 p.m. in Room 1718,
360 Park Avenue South. If you
want more information, come to
a meeting, or call Diane at 9690169 . .

B.L.A.C.K.

• My mind becomes a blank on
dates.

··················�·············�·�·······,��··

Due to the
Thanksgiving Holiday
The· Reporter
will not appear
on Mon Nov.29.
Look for our next issue
on the fallowing
Mon.- Dec 6.

Tuesday,Nov.23, 1976
at 5:30 P.M·.
Room 514,26th Street Center

ALL MEMBERS & FRIENDS ARE INVITED,.
·'

,I"�· '.--
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Letters-to-the-editor
portant to many members of the
Barueh community is the
resignation
of_
President
To The Editor:
Wingfield. The Ticker reported
that a search committee has
We here at Baruch pride our been formed to make recom
selves to be a civilized people. mendations to the Board of
We borrow from and lend to our
Higher Education concerning
fellow classmates. However, the appointment of a new
there is an "expletive deleted" president. Peter Rosenstein has
in our midst, who cannot define
been appointed as the student
the words borrow or steal.
representative to that comm_ittee
On November 15, 1976, at 2:00
and I have been selected as the
p,m. in Room 805 (23rd St.
student alternate, Professor
Building), my pocketbook was
Abraham Briloff of the Depart
stolen. One hour later it was
ment of Accountancy and
found in Room 805, minus my
P..rofessor Louis Levy of the
wallet and calculator, My wallet
Department of Speech have
has no value to anyone but
been appointed as the regular
myself, It contains only my'
faculty representatives and
library cards, learner's permit·,
Professor Jean Jofen of the
and 1.0. If a person wants a
Modern
Department
of
library card, it is given out free in
Languages and Professor David
any library,_ My calculator is in
Valinsky of the Department of
dispensable to me since I am a
Statistics have been appointed
Science major and need it to do
problems. I leave the respon
sibility for my problems on the
person's shoulder who stole the
calculator and wallet.
Return these items to security
and clear your conscience, As a
reward for your "honesty" you (Conlinued from Page 1 J
may keep the $6,00 and change. which in part states "Excessive
"
bail shall not be required
Know, though, that it is hard
earned money and only the is definitely clear and concise.
Wright belives pre-trial jailings
rightful owner can fully enjoy
violate the constitution and
spending it
violate the State policy of New
May your conscience plague
York.
you
In 1970 this state revamped
CK
I
the Penal Law, and the New
"Liberty Lines" Attacked York State Legislature said there
would be no preventive deten
To The Editor:
tion, "Judges," says Wright,
I, being ·an upper-Senior at
Baruch College, would like very "have continuously overlooked
much to know whose idea it was that policy, deliberately setting
to P.riot an obviously,misdirected bail at figures black ar;id Puerto
Ricans cannot' afford." His view
article under the heading
"Liberty Lines" in the November is that people believe all blacks
- 5 issue of The Reporter. It was and hispanics create crimes,
an article filled with distorted and he feels also fhat with
facts and unquestionably regard to bail, "cops have been
misused quotes which tends to doing 'this for years with its
reek of the old "love it or leave primary function being that of
it" syndrome. It just so happens keeping blacks and Puerto
that Israel is America's staun Ricans .off the streets."
Judge Wright feels strongly
chest ally, and is a bulwark of
democracy surrounded by a about the laws governing bail,
and
firmly states, "I happen to
with
continent
filled
totalitarianism, persecution and be a strict constructionist of the
Eighth
Amenment!"
vicious hatred. To say that
What can or should those out
Alexander Solzhenitsyn agrees
side the judicial system do
with General Brown is absurd.
about bail to help insure the
Alexander Solzhenitsyn, the
proper
implementation of its
great Russian freedom loving
author of Gulag Archipeligf) and• governing laws? I asked Wright.
"Concerned citizen groups
other great wor-ks depicting the
iyranny of Russia, applauds should get together and bring a
group
action in the Federal
Israel and the aid we give her to
Court to sue judges who violate
defend herself, He is, however,
the
public
policy. They should
for our keeping a high military
keep suing over and over
posture and against supporting
those who support those who again,"
Through, among other things,
would breathe fire down our
two bleeding ulcers with some
necks if they could,
twenty-five
transfusions and
The kind of journalism that
this article represents does not daily, constant and immense op
position,
Judge
Wright has
belong in a college newspaper.
It has no valid substance, and it 'fought and continues to fight for
what he believes to be genuinely
clearly smells.
Richard Sandler correct and in the best interest
P.S, If you can't support General of his people.
I asked Wright, with regard to
Brown with facts, maybe you
his personal fulfillment, what
have no case,
have been the most rewarding
aspects of being a judge. "To
know that Mr, Charlie got the
Search Committee
message! To exercise my
To the Editor:
discretion in what I regard as a
One topic that is probably im-
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Editorials
Ap-athy
When wiH the

.

.•
.
. .·. '
0
kS'-�tudent� WB exjJect $o' ·tl!)U'C,h of,;tt,he COlf�@e

coming year\.:
-

ot"r

and yet so often we gi11e so l·itt'le of

,time.. 'and

effort to see that our school (yes, this is_'�your ,
'SChopl) i� being ruA"J�'son,e�Q;f,the W�¥� we.. �,jsh:.
Starting

today,

take _a

s'tock

of

your

Become active! Get involved!

me.

;SEEK

Financial aid should be a private matter bet

ween.' the

student

and

administriation. ,That

I privacy shobtd be lfonoreJ:L even when cett�in
students fail to- meet theTr- 9bligations, We feel
that the notices posted on the doors· of, the Finan-

; cia1 tAia 0ttl��·are i�½11:>oor tast�.

w�-1 �'fe 9ef:tain

,

that ;n'o student in the SEEK program appreciates ,
having his r:iame display,ed for pu:btic 'scrtiiiny. ,
Moreover tl'.le",no.tice{1 add 't0 ,.me eyesore cre:a{�d
' lastered
by pieces of pape·r of every dimensi6r:i p
over

every

ayailable inch of space on the Baruch

campu;-5.

Computer F acilities:"Misus.e

O\,:er the· past few months everyone has been

concerned about the financial crisis'and budget
cuts -at Baruch - everyone that is, ·except certain
members

of

the

Computer

Department.

Ap

parently these.. people are unaware of how ex
pensive it is to be duplicating. notices by the com
puter.
Recently, the long notices that were posted
around . the
/

school

announcing

the

computer

seminar showed total disregard for our economic
situation. Furthermore, ,the'. notices

Were 'much,

as faculty alternates,
Only regular members of the
Board of Higher Education are
permitted to vote on the ap
pointment of the new president,
but the faculty and student
members have been charged
with the responsibility of
"familiarizing the committee
with the atmosphere of the
college; communicating in
formation on the type of in
dividual best suited to lead the
institution; and assist the board
to choose an individual who will
best serve the college in the
broadest possible way."
I would like to request that all
members of the Baruch com
munity (faculty, students, staff)
who have an opinion or in
formation that they consider im
portant to the Board of Higher
Education to write to me (c/o
Educational Computer Center)
so that Peter and I, along with
your faculty representatives cam
fulfill our responsibilities as well
as possible,
Charles E, Kelly

too long to be effective. Who has the time tq: read
what would be .equivalent to a four page letter?
_

Happy Thanksgiving

humane manner; and -lo kno�
that whatever is done, they will
not change me, Also, in writing
decisions that never have been
overruled by the Court of Ap
peals - very controversial
decisions such as on narcotics,"

Among Wright's many in
terests and talents is poetry, in
which he became interested
over three decades ago. He now
occasionally writes, if and when,
time permits: however. some
time during the 1940s he wrote a
short poem which, though brief,
i'llustrates his awareness and
ur;iderstanding even at that time:
The Political Forecast
When a woman is big and fat
with child and continues each
day to bulge bigger, a President
to-be may spring from her
wombunless her child is a nigger,
Judge Wright has brought suit
in Federal Court in an attempt to
return to the bench in criminal _
court but feels his chances of
regaining his position "do not
look prosperous." Nevertheless,
if reinstated, Wright says he,
w_ould not, in any mam1er,
change his prior tactics, and ad
ded he would probably "get a
tape recorder and repeatedly J'
tape the words Parole, Parole, 1
Parole" to be played in his 11
courtrooms, Wright feels the :
system has "messed up the 1,
brains of black kids," and stated 1I
further that "life is a struggle U
and you never stop struggling if you do, you're dead," Wright ·
also feels that if more black,
judges fought the system, there11
would not be as much "crap"
and "injustice."
1

The struggle is definitely alive,
and Judge Wright vows he wili
"fight to the end of his term,
whether he wins or loses,"
Wright fights for his people,,
and his people fight for him. He 1
proudly states that he would not
be on the bench today "if it
weren't for the poor blac�,,
people in Harlem who have sup-1
ported me,"

Wright
is
undoubtedly 1
seriously committed to his
beliefs
an.
d
past
actions
and ha�,
We wish everyone a happy Thanksgiving. The
continuously displayed hii;
fact that we are alive and surviving, is enough for
allegiance· to his people, Fort
,
.
.
,
us to give thanks. While enjoying yourselves,
that, along with everything else,1
1$
, "$p'are'a'tndugtltldr"thos:�Who'are ·1es
· s fortunate.,,. Dn'E)'"-ml:fsl conclude Wri@h't'
'
._,
,', ,
Right!
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----Writing Better---essays for marketing. In fact,
By Professor C. BAZERMAN
courses in almost all depart
English Department
ments require written work. The
That you have to write in
long line of written assignments
college is by now no surprise to
must at times seem endless to
�ou. In addition to all the papers you.
in two or three semesters of
To help you with that endless
composition. you have to write flow of papers,
this column,
term papers for management .. Writing Better," will appear
courses, lab reports for biology. regularly in THE REPORTER,
analyses for sociology, and hour giving practical advice. The col-

Calder's Universe
By GARY GOLDSTEIN
The Calder exhibition at the
Whitney Museum. on Madison
Avenue and 75th Street. surveys
fifty years of toys. drawings.
paintings, wire and mechanical
scu Iptures. rugs. and jewelry.
Toys. built from tin cans, wire,
film cannisters. and blocks of
wood. open the show. You pon
der a bird in flight. suspended
from the ceiling. or a wooden
chicken. standing on wire legs.
On display nearby is the
miniature circus Calder created
in Paris out of nuts, bolts, but
tons. cork. paper, wood. and
metal. You can look at these fig
ures in a glass-covered display
case or watch a film that shows
Calder conducting the circus in
one of its last performances.
Born in 1898. near Phila
delphia, Pa.. Calder trained as a
mechanical engineer and stud
ied at an art school. Affected by
the circus he sketched for the
National Police Gazette in 1925.
He left for Paris the next year.
After building his min'iature
circus, Calder, inspired by a visit
in 1930 to Mondrian's studio,
began to paint abstracts. A few
years later he started to make
abstract, painted sculptures.
He defended his invention of
sculpture built on motion by say
ing that, "Just as one can com
pose color or forms, so one can
compose motioris."
This new form of sculpture,
based upon Calder's ability to
choreograph movement in
space, developed into two
modes of expression:- One was
"stabiles," stationary abstract
sculptures, and the other was
"mobiles," air-, motor-, or hand
powered abstract sculptures.
The mobiles banging from the
ceiling at the Whitney surpris1:1
you. Movements are supposed
tb come out of the ground, not

Sybil

By Paul Schwartz
The truB story of Sybil is one
of
most
the
famous
psychological studies ever put
into print. Sybil's story closely
resembles the motion picture
"The Three Faces Of Eve"
which, coincidentally, starred
Joanne Woodward. In this movie
(also a true story) a women is
the victim ·of a hysterical disor
der such that she has three
separated and distinct "selves"
or personalities. The same thing
was so with Sybil, only she had
sixteen different "selves," two of
them male.
The
made-f or-television
movie, based on Flora Rheta
Schreiber's book had Sally Field
as Sybil and Joanne Woodward
as Dr. Cornelia B. Wilbur, the
doctor who effected Sybil's
cure. Both did excellently in
their roles and as I said to my
wife. "I didn't think Sally Field
(Continued on Page, 7).

the ceiling. As a result, most
people in the museum view the
dangling sculptures as flat ob
jects that move. To a few,
though. it may be poetry. Their
disks and wire stands are paint
ed black, white and red. A
breeze can set them in motion.
Walking through the gallery
brings shocks of delight. Look
ing up at you from a rug, a
yellow starfish with a bright red
mouth gives you a wink. A smil
ing silver crescent held by an in
visible wire. blows you a kiss.
The red, deep yellow, blu·e,
and orange 61 the watercolors
humor the heart with their
gaiety.
And when you hear the ring
ing of bells, and find it part of a
mobile in another room, you
sense the presence of a child's
playfulness everywhere.
The show runs till February 6,
1977. and the museum's hours
are: Tuesday through Friday 11 to 6; Sundays and Holidays
- 12 to 6. It is closed on Mon
days. Tuesda,ys it stays open till
10. Admission is'$1.50.' Children
under 12 are admitted free when
accompanied by an adult.
Tuesday evenings, from 6 to 10,
are also free.
From Baruch take the No. 6
Lexington Avenue Subway to
77th Street, walk down two
blocks to 75th Street, then over
two blocks to Madison Avenue.

umn will be written by faculty
members of different depart
ments in Baruch College - the
same teachers who assign and
grade your writing. Your pro
fessors will let you know what
kind of things they are looking
for in various types of assign
ments, how to go about prepar
ing those assignments and ways
to solve common problems that
come up in student papers. In
one column a marketing pro
fessor may discuss exactly what
should go into a business report·
and what format it should have.
In another issue a history pro
fessor may discuss how to in
terpret and generalize from
historical facts so that your
papers are more than lists of
dates. Other columns may deal
with how to combine statistics
with writing or .how to get right
down to your main point. For the
first column, however, we want
to share with you the resu Its of a
survey that you may find inter
esting and usefu I.
Last spring the Composition
. Committee surveyed teachers in
departments other than English
to find out what kinds of written
assignments they gave, how
they graded and corrected writ
ing and what problems students
had with the writing. The an
swers of these teachers might
surprise you, particularly if you
are one of those students who
think nobody but English teach
ers caces about good writing.
Here is what these professors.
not one of whom is an English
teacher. say ·about writing:
Fjrst, writing is as.signed in
mosi of. their. courses; ' Essay
exams are given regularly in
many different types of courses
throughout the college. In addi
tion, many business courses
require written case studies of
management or marketing situa
tion, research papers, written
solutions to legal problems and
advertising copy. In liberal arts
and education courses many

kinds of research and term
papers as well as personal ob
servation reports are required.
You may also be assigned
evaluations and interpretation of
data, applications of general
theories to specific facts, and
book reviews.
Second, poor writing hurts
your grade, indirectly or direct
ly. The writing skills of organiza
tion and clarity are necessary to
communicate the content of all
subjects. Most teachers agree
that the ability to organize and
develop an essay on a subject is
closely related to mastery of that
subject. This means that even if
a teacher does not count poor
writing and poor organization
directly against your grade, you
will still lose credit, because you
won't be able to tell about the
subject in a way that is clear,
holds together, and makes
sense.
In addition to this indirect ef
fect of writing on your grade,
many teachers deduct credit
directly for poor writing. A num
ber of teachers count quality of
writing for twenty to fifty per
cent of the grade of any written
assignment. Teachers of many
subjects (and not just English)
will correct your spelling. _gram
mar, organization, and even
neatness!
Third, students who get A's
on written assignments show
their knowledge of their sub
jects by being able to organize
that materia'1 clearly and logi
cally and by being able to
develop essays with argu
mentative points out of the fac
·· tual materiat Several teach·ers
.noted that difficult subjects
required much writing skill to
discuss clearly. Teachers rate
students who can write clearly
about technical or advanced
subjects very highly.
Fourth, students get D or F on
written assignments because
they miss the point of the
assignment, have not done the

necessary research or study, or
cannot express themselves in a
coherent, logical, organized
way. To avoid disaster you must
find out what the assignment
really requires, and you must
think about how you can best
fulfill those requirements. You
must, of course, gain the
necessary knowledge, but you
must also organize that knowl
edge and express it in such a
way that the teacher can fqllow
the points you want to make.
Fifth, students most frequent
ly go-wrong on written assign
ments by not taking the assign
ment seriously enough. Often
·students dori't think through the
assignment requirements. don't .
plan or organize their essays.
and don,'t write carefully enough
to make clear sense. Good writ
ing requires much serious hard
work, from first step to last. To
do well you must make a con
sistent effort on all your written
assignments.
The meaning of the answers
to this su'rvey is clear:
• Your teachers think writing
is important.
• You can't get through
college without learning to
write.
• However well you wrote pre
viously, you will have to develop
a new, more advanced level of
writing to deal with college
material.
• You must take all your writ
ing assignments seriously. If you
rush through written work care
lessly. the results will show in
your grade.
• Take advantage of y'our
composition courses to clear up
whatever problems you have in
basic grammar. clarity and
organization. Then use the op
portunity to work on more diffi
cult papers so that your writing
will develop to the higher levels
you will need for more difficult
subjects.
• When it comes to writing,
there is no easy way out.

14 MAY 1976
this story is true
n.othings been changed
and it might be about you
upon reading my poem
i shouldve laughed or cried
but trembled like a pebble
in the fingers of an angry infant
on a mountain where a storm dissolves to sun
the lights were blinding hot and white
on the only spot in the empty room of oak
upon where i stood
the rest of the space was either space
or the twelve or so who silently drifted
into my time
so you see i was on this screen
my body ablaze
and was it sweat or saliva or tears
that showered smoke on the paper in my hands
which took me years to do
and seconds to give to you
i know its unfair that way
it was a priceless statue i was thinking of
io the empty room of oak
although i cant recall which one·
the twelve or so drawing subtle borders
through the space
seemed to listen to their listening
of my reading of my reading
it was too quiet for me
among all those strange and simple things
that someJ:iow always scare me
as if that priceless statue was a part of them
the pause in my reading
was not meant to move the twelve or so
· but rather it came
and later it went
if silence can indeed be spontaneous
on such an occasion

if i laughed or cried
i wouldve had to stand up straight
through the latest hours of the night
making me the center of my own joy and pain
which i will not deal with by myself
or even with you
because one is really better off
to share the joy or pain with someone
who could never feel the same as one
like the ·twelve or so
for instance i am better trembling
sitting in the fingers of an angry infant
than standing laughing or crying
i am better with the twelve or so
than alone with me
or than alone with you
at least at this moment
because we laugh and cry the same way
and frankly thats too close for me
so i read in the empty room of oak
my words which took me seconds to do
and years to give to yqu
but still trembling amidst the showered smoke
and the space
and the twelve or so drawing subtle borders
through the space
neither laughing nor crying
but i would do both at any other given time
for those strange and simple things
for the priceless statue
and for you
and then i may never again have to tremble for them
perhaps without ever really knowing why
- PHIL VASSALLO
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HONORABLE BRUCE WRIGHT

Then in a voice that was not my own
Speaking a pleasant tone
But still a voice to me unknown
I awoke the holy king
For he possessed a different type of throne
Judge Wright they won't let us thank you
From me came an unknown sound
For you sit high above
Near the holy sign which man has shifted around.

Judge Wright get up it's morning
You can·t leave us now
Can·t you hear our shackles and chains
--we·· who are captive bound.
Spirits
Chant
Infinity

Judge Wright ··we·· know. of your suffering
They can·t make you turn loose now
Free us: Free us
Listen to us who ·are railroad bound
For God ·has made you duty bound
To sit in the ··Jet Age Courts··
and Clowns

Judge Wright arise and adorn your '"holy crown··
Deem us free before they railroad us around
Though they try to torture you
Don·t give up your sacred ground
Stay until your face changes into a massive frown
··we.. know your health has slowly dwindled
They try to run you around
Crying ··Get out or forget ·your duty of human renown:·
For God hast made you duty bound
To sit in the seat of those who clown.

--Judge -Wright Adorn Your Holy Crown.··
saw ·Honorable Bruce Wright this morning·
He had not arisen
While in his room of slumber
I heard spirits chantin·g of their prison
Chanting his name as though he was not right.
Even though he had a peaceful night
They beckoned me to see
Summoning me to his bedside
They did on a morning so bright
While chanting Judge Wright can·t hear us
..
So you --we do bid to do· what"s right
.
But it was ··we. who protected him through the night.
The ills of man has filled t,is inner, being
with fright
He knows the masses of people have not
been treated right
Yo"u awake him now
Assure him that all is alright
For he· has been protected through
the holiest of nights
For many could not take it
..
They have destroyed their own ··ill life
Or paid for their bargain in their cells of vice
You must tell Judge Wright
His room contained the sound 0f chains ·and shackles
As they chanted .. He can·t leave us n·ow:·
. I fell on my krees .to see
My head was s· l' ightly-'bowed
For I knelt before a king
Whose glory would riot_ be· known now.

If you fail to raise
It will be the death of hope
For your predecessors are not ready
To cope with the ice you broke
For this is the spiritual assignment
of your human yoke
To break those same chains of slavery"
As Harriett Tubman broke
No sooner than these words were spoken
The ··King of Freedom·· awoke
As he stirred from his slumber
The spirit's chanting broke.
Judge Wri_ght get up it's morning
You can:t leave u� now
Can't you hear our shackles and chains
We who are captive bound.
Spirts
_Chant
Infinity
.

,.

"

Judge Wright we know of your suffering
They can't make you turn loose now
Free Us. Free Us
Listen to us who are railroad bound
For G'od has made-_yo.l/ duty bound
;ro-sir in the ..jet •Age· Cor.rrrs·
of fools and Clowns.
..
Judge Wright Adorn Your Hol')' Cr0wn."
- DEBORAH WATERS

As I reached out touch him
Spirits moaned ·and groaned
As they chanted of his su'ffering
While they too were in spiritual plight
They too wanted justice·
So ·they had guarded him through. the night.

reporter 19 - iw
FOR C.W.G. AND MEMORIES

reporter 18. - iw
HONESTY

Do not make me promises you know you cannot keep.
Do not thoughtlessly mouth the things
you think· I want to hear.
It is not always necessary to laugh
when you wou Id rather cry.
Talk to me in language I can understand.
I promise to treat your fragile feelings with care.
Try not to wrap up a future too h�avy to deliver.
It is still too early to plan for
some future summer"s evening.
First let us weather this winter"s day together.
Come -then. let us explore today. slowly. carefully.
Turn it inside out. discover all its secrets.
all its joys.
Examine its guts and allay all its fears.
Let us try to /ind ourselves. strip away our masks.
discard our roles.
Let us stand naked and vulnerable.
offering only ourselves.
No . strutting. no acting. no playing the peacock
upon our, own peculiar stage.
· It is important to be honest with ourselves today
So that when this day passes into history
We can decide whettier for us tomorrow·s spring
will begin to bloom.

- LORNA LETTMAN

- · · . .. . . ..· -. ·. ·
.. .

,

,

Blue-green ink on deep blu.e paper.
Relevant. cheerfu I letters from
a tall awkward boy I hardly knew.
It was long ago in another place and time
We were children playing at adult games
under warm blue skies.
I kept the rose you gave me for ten long years
Faded flower pressed close to a faded page.
Remembering you comes easily.
Such good times, happy carefree and full of hope.
Standing in the blinding sunlight
amid brilliant foliage.
Our lives still undiscovered, still untried
Waiting for us to chart our course.
You with strange curly hair standing beside
a shy girl with bitten fingernails.
Now it's only a happy faraway memory light years from today.
Yet sometimes that sunny time breaks through
tt\e clouds in my rememberance.
And I hope you've found yourself and that
your dreams are coming true.
I threw the old flower away . and watched
the letters burn to a crisp.
New ·souvenirs have taken their place.
Sut I smile when I remember and sometimes
journey back.
Lately'Tve been writing with blue-green ink.

- LORNA LETTMAN

..
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I Got My Scoop
Through the New York Times
By WILLIAM KENNEDY
I write on what I experience or
what I know; which is why I
write most of my articles on
sports. Last week in THE
REPORTER appeared a story of
mine entitled: "'Ford Strikes
Out." Briefly it stated that since
1908 no Republican candidate
has won the presidential elec
tion in a year in which the
National league team had won
the World Series.
When I wrote it, I felt it was
such a good story. Well, actu
ally, what I felt I had was a
somewhat interesting statistic
that a hell of a lot of people

didn't know anything about. So I
had my article xeroxed, sending
copies to The News, N. Y. Post,
New York Times, Time magazine,
Sports Illustrated and The Sport
ing News. I decided to wait a day
or two before sending copies to
The Village Voice and The
National Lampoon.
I received the information for
my article on Octcber 29. On
Oct. 31, it appeared in the
Sports section of the Sunday
edition of The New York Times,
only it was written by someone
other than me. In fact, the per
son who wrote the article wasn't
even one of the Times' regular
sportswriters, but a sports-trivia

nut like myself.
I beat The New York Times by
two days!! (but I wouldn't expect
anyone to believe me).
Oh! The elation I felt. I expect
ed placards of gratitude I could
hang on the wall. I was waiting
for the offers from the News and
the Times to be trained in the
fine art of Sports Journalism. I
could see myself having lunch
(or cocktails) with Dick Young
or Larry Merchant. Imagine me
quitting my job to cover the
races.
I saw myself as a young
scribe, or /'enfant terrible, if you
prefer, the new scourge of the
sports world.

trayal of the confused boyfriend
was extremely realistic.
Of course, it is extremely rare
when a book makes the tran
sition to motion pictures without
some changes. Some were
minor that only a purist would
spot (e.g. Sybil's cat was named
"Capri" and was a Siamese, not
a Tabby). Others were rather
radical, such as the fact that the
book never mention's Sybil's
sleeping with any man, that she
had a friend named Richard or
at one point in her analysis
denied the whole thing. All in
all, however, considering that at
least ·11 .years of analysis had to

be pushed into a four hour
movie (including commercials) it
was not a bad job.
The last words in the movie
explained that Sybil was living
in a small college town where
she was teaching art. TV Guide
says that she had abandoned
her teaching career and was
now making a living as a
professional artist. Either way, i(
her birth date in the book is ac
curate, Sybil is 54 years old.
Where ever she may be and who
ever she may be, I believe that
she enjoyed Sally Field's por
trayal. I know I did.

Sybil
(Continued from Page 5)

had it in her." It would not sur
prise me if she won at least and
Emmy nomination, if not the
award itself. Ms. Woodward cer
tainly deserves commendation
as the doctor pioneering new
ground by pschoanalyzing all
the personalities (the first time
such a thing had been tried). I
can also cast kudos towards the
supporting cast. Martine Bartlett
as Hattie Dorsett and William
Prince as Willard Dorsett were
just as I pictured them when I
read the book. A special men
tion should go to Brad Davis, as
Richard, Sybil's friend. His por-

Instead, I didn't get any let
ters, and the phone didn't ring.
So I'm writing this column. After
all, I'm sure there are more
sports-trivia nuts in this school
bes ides myself and Tom
DiPasqua.
1. Contrary to popular belief,
who did not win the American
League MVP award in 1927?
Who did?
2. Muhammad Ali had Joe
Frazier; who did Rocky Graziano
have his blood baths with?
3. Football purists rate the
1958 overtime championship
game between the N.Y. Giants
and The Baltimore Colts as the
greatest ever played. What other
championship game, played
within the last decade, is a close
second?
4. Everyone remembers how
Bobby Thompson helped the
New York Baseball Giants in
1951. But how did he help the
Braves of Milwaukee in 1954?
(Hint: He broke his ankle sliding
into third and had to be taken
out of the line-up for a while.)
5. In 1962, Wilt Chamberlain
scored 100 points in a game that
his team finally won 169-147.
Who was the losing team and
who was its leading scorer?
6. Twenty years before their
Super Bowl triumphs, the Pittsburgh Steelers had two first
round draft .choices. Both were
quarterbacks who the Pittsburgh
management decided to trade
rather than keep. Eventually,
both quarterbacks led their new
teams to world championships.
Name them.
7. While 9n the subject of
wrong decisions, The New York
Yankees had Joe DiMaggio; The
Boston Celtics had Bill Russell.
Which tearn(s) had first shot at
each player?

8. The fat half of a comedy
team that eventually became
world famous was quite an ath
lete in high school, excelling in
track and in the pole vault. Who
was he?
9. What do Bill Madlock (of
the Chicago Cubs) and Carl
Furillo (of the old Brooklyn
Dodgers) have in common (be
sides the fact that both are base
ball players who have won the
batting title)?
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What's Cooking?
By WINSOME R. HENRY
FOOD VALUE OF TURKEY
Turkey is high in protein,
niacin and riboflavin. The
protein helps to promote bocly
repair, niacin to feed the nerves
and the riooflavin to keep body
cells healthy.
How about a surprise for your
guests this Thanksgiving?
BARBECUED TURKEY PIECES
1 6-lb. turkey, cut in
halves or quarters
1 /3 cup vinegar
2/3 cup water
1 tablespoon prepared
mustard
1/3 cup brown sugar
2/3 cup catsup
1 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon coarse
ground pepper
few drops bottled hot
pepper sauce
2 thin lime slices

1 onion sllced
1/2 cup butter or
margarine
1-1 /2 tablespoons
WorC?estershire Sauce

•

To make sauce, combine all
ingredients, except turkey; sim
mer 20 minutes.
To barbecue ,turkey, place
skin side up on grill over very
slow coals. (If fire is too hot, bird
will char on outside before done
next to the bone. Grill should be
about 6 to 8 inches from heat for
best results.)
Turn turkey pieces now and
then for even cooking. After first
1-1/2 hours, start basting every
15 minutes and broil till done.
Turkey will take a total of 2-1/2
to 3 hours. You can test
doneness by moving drumstick
or wing - they'll move easily
when done. Allow about 10 ser
vings for a 6-lb. bird.

A Meeting of Hearts
By JOSEPH S. WEINTRAUB
When Johnny was sixteen
years old, he took the National
Biocomputer Programming Ap
titude Test.
The test had two parts. First
Johnny was in a large classroom
with all his friends, bent over a
desk, working out the math and
logic problems just like the ones
his lather gave him.
Then he was taken by himself
into a dimly lit room and a
helmet was placed on his head.
He could feel. tendrils insjde the.
helmet suck onto his skull like

tiny parasites.
A woman in a white blouse
handed him a microphone and
told him to say any words he
heard inside his head. She went
away, and after a minute Johnny
heard a metallic voice in his
mind begin to count:
"One, two three, four."
So he repeated this into the
microphone:
"One, two three, four."

* * * * *

"'Janet, he's good in math and
(Continued on Page 8)

Orders received by Dec_ 15, 1976 will be delivered before Christmas.
Mall check or money order to: TELTRONICS, 2400 E. Devon, Des Plaines. Ill. 80018

Please send the following watch(es).
(Specify your choice of 10
.
styles: A thru J. followed by ··s . for silver rhodium @S16.95 or
"G" for· gold @ S17.95.) I understand that I will receive, free. a
Teltronics calculator with every two watches I order.
QUANTITY
STYLE
, FINISH
PRICE

�6:

Ad� S1.00 shipping and handling cost for each watch. Illinois
1 i�n � !ff S % s a1 es_1_ax_. 1 enclose my check or money order
_
,
__ _ _ _
t t
(No cash-no Coo·s accepted. Offer good 1n continental USA only)
Name ________________ _

Address---------------_
City.c....______ state _____ Zip ___
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A Meeting of Hearts
preferred, printed his thoughts
directly on the high speed prin
logic. I want him to be a
ter.
The surgeon responsible for
programmer."
the
transplant claimed he ·would
"But .they'll operaie on him!
live forever.
They'll put that plug in his
-This was the beginning of the
head!"
Biocybernetic
Revolution, and
"It's an honor, honey. He'll be
by 2045, all new computers were
secure and respected for his
programmed
by
hard wire hookwhole life. He··11 live well, not
work every day till he drops - - up to the brains of a new breed
of royalty, the new corriputer
like this old horse."
programmers - the Cyborgs.
"Well, we'll see. If he passes
the test, we'll let him decide for
"Hey kid; ya wanna try sumphimself."
tin new?"
"Of
course, honey."
.
"Whadya got?"
Two years after the exam they
"It's a new high, kid. Just put
received a letter from the
this helmet on yer head and
National Department of Biocom
push the button ... it's a hell of a
puters. His mother ripped- open.
rush.
It's sumptin new. It's
th_e envelope and · gasped with
electronic!"
excitement when she read that
"How
much?"
'he had passed· the, exam, and
"It's free, kid ... free sample."
would be admitted to a Govern
*
* * * *
ment Hospital for brain surgery
In the hospital, Johnny
in two· weeks. She hugged him
r"eceived
a
complete battery of
and ran to phone his father.
medical tests including a dozen
sku II X-rays. He was too excited
Computer Programmers were to be afraid. On the morning of
now the most important people the operation he was drugged,
on the planet. By 1980, everyone strapped onto a padded
who had a telephone and a operating table, and his head
television had, direct hook-up to was clamped into a stainless
a computer from their homes. In steel vice. Then he was wheeled
1984, votes were cast over this into_ the operating theatre.
computer network in the first all
As a class of medical students
electronic Presidential Election.
In
the
year
1996
a watched over closed circuit TV, multimillionaire who didn't want the surgeon sawed off the top of
to die founded a research his skull and car.efully drilled a
hole in the center of his
project to transplant his brain
into the center of an IBM forehead. A socket fitted per
390/165 Computer. Microphones fectly into· this third eye and
eighteen threadlike platinum
replaced his ears, a color video
camera substituted nicely for wires were connected to critical
eyes, and he spoke in stereo nodes in the frontal lobes.
through speake.-s mounted in Befo"re the sku:11 could be
the comouter console, or if he closed, it was necessary to hook
(Continued from Page 7)

* * * * *

* * * * *

* .-

up- a B-iocomputer to the socket·
on Johnny's forehead. In six
seconds the Biocomputer performed hundreds of complex
tests to verify the accuracy of
the surgeon's skill. Only one of
the eighteen platinum wires had
to be relbcated a fraction o. f an
inch before his skull was sealed
and Johnny was wheeled into
the recovery room.

* * * * *

*
* *
Johnny was allowed to return
home to his anxious famHy, but
went to the Bioprogramming
Academy every day where he
plugged into his Trainer.
"Johnny, I am Biotrainer II. It
is my- job to teach YO\J to control
me. I am Modified Biocomputer,
390/195. Do 'you understand?"
"Yes, I understand."
"I am going to send you an
electronic message in a
language called B_iotran. It is a
message you will use frequently
in your work. It means: read thedata on the tape and store it in
your memory. I want you to
repeat it back to me, alright?"
"Yes."
When he was twenty, Johnny
graduated and received his first
assignment as a Bioprogrammer
at the giant IBM Computer Com
plex at Palo Alto. His · father.
bought him an expensive watch
and his mother cried. They w·ere
_ both very proud.

When Johnny woke up he was
plugged into a computer and a
metallic voice was giving him
his _first lesson in programming.
Bio.computers were still finicky
beasts, and bfoprogramming
was still half art, half science.
Johnny had already been tested
for aptitude ·in logic and math,
and also for ability to biotransmit. But only now, in actual in"Johnny, I can hear you. I've
terchange with the Trainer,
would it be possible to deter- been listening in while you were
mine his intuitive ability to con- progra,m ming. My name is
trol a giant electronic core Kat�y._"
"I knew you were there.· Who
memory with this tiny human
are you?"
mind.
''l.'m a programmer-trainee.
Over.and over the Trainer sent
coded instructions down the ·. I'm learning by listening in while
eighteen -platinum wires im- you program."
. "Please do not interrupt me
planted in his brain, and over
and over Johnny returne<;l -the then."
"Wait
Johnny·,
have
identical messages. As his
cerebral' potency grew, he something for you."
A
message
of
golden
pleasure
glowed with pleasure. Johnny
vibrated through the Computer
was a Cyborg.
into Johnny's brain. In the Com*
"Hey, plug-skull! How does it puter Room a tape slowed, then
stopped.
feel being a robot!".
Johnny tentatively returned
Johnny ignored the greasyhaired hood cruising alongside the pleasure message and Kathy
hungrily
received it. Then sh_e
him on a motorcycle.
"Hey, Cyborg! Cum' ere - returned the hot current again.
The pulse joined their minds
I've got sumptin to plug into yer
head! Cum'ere - You'.11 dig it!" in love as the giant IBM computer remained idle.
Johnny walked faster.

* * * * *

* *

* *

"Wait .. stop. I have to work, I
have to program."
"Alright, Johnny. Come to my
room tonight. I'm on level 18 studio 24. Remember, Johnny 1824."
"I'll remember."
The tape began to spin again.
*
*
She opened the door and he
walked into the dimly lit room.
"How was programming,
Johnny?" '
"I did a lot, I'm getting really
fast. What's that?"
She was holding a three ·foot
_ long cable with a Cyborg plug
on each end.
"It's an l n t ercon-n ector,
Johnny."
"What's it for?"
f
"1- s so we can hook up,
Johnny."
She led him to the edge of her
bed, inserted one plug into the
socket in the center of his
forehead and the o_ther into her
own.
The same golden pleasure,
but stronger and clearer, lit up
Johnny's mi.nd. He sent back a
message of pure childlike won
der.
They curled up together on
the bed and spent the lqng night
- learning to love.

* *

Tony's Corner
a) Why did the golfer wear two
pairs of pants?
b) Why did the dl:lck fly upside
down?
c) Why did the kid put the band
aid in the refrigerator?
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A WEEKEND TO SHARE·
There will -be a weekend for all freshmen
I

· at the Deerpark Lodge in the Catskills - D�cember 3 - 5

The cost is only $40 - including
lodging., meals ,, an.d bus f.are
P,ease bring your deposit to rm. 174 7 P.A.S. by Nov. 19
(of $10 or more)

SPORTS, DANCtNG AND LOTS :or FREE tlMEt
',, .t ..,,....
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